
What to Say When Pulled Over
PULL OVER ON PRIVATE PROPERTY, NOT SIDE OF ROAD. (Stops ability to tow car. Aggravated robbery if towed from private property.)

1. "What is the emergency and how can I help? "
1.1. "According to Black's Law Dictionary, 'Emergency' is defined as… 'Situation requiring immediate 

attention and remedial action. Involves injury, loss of life, damage to the property, or catastrophic 
interference with the normal activities.' Since you used your lights to pull me over I can only assume 
there is an emergency."

2. "For the record can I have your name and badge number?" REPEAT NAME & BADGE  AT ALL POINTS
3. "Is there a recording being made during this encounter?"
4. "For the record, am I under arrest? No. For the record, am I free to go?"
5. "What facts or information are you alleging gave you probable cause to stop and accost me?"

5.1. When he tells you why, then respond with, "I can neither confirm nor deny that, but I will leave you to your 
strictest of proofs in a competent court of law in original jurisdiction."

6. "What factual evidence do you have that those statutes apply to me?"
7. "What is the legal definition of 'motor vehicle' and 'driving'?"
8. If he keeps pressuring you and asks for your Driver's License again, you can tell him, "Sir, I am not required to have a 

Driver's License because I am not driving, I am traveling."
8.1. "For the record I am not engaging in transportation or any type of commercial use of the roads. Do you 

acknowledge that you have so been informed officer?"
8.2. “Since I have informed you that I am not engaging in transportation and you acknowledge that fact then 

am I free to go?”
9. ‘Can I see your license, registration, and proof of insurance.’

9.1. "Can you use any of that information in a court of law or further charge me of some other pretend 
offense?"

9.2. "Officer, I am not meaning to be disagreeable, however I have rights and one of those rights is to not 
provide evidence or testimony against myself and another is I am protected from unreasonable searches 
and seizures. Do you intend to punish me for invoking the fundamentally protected rights?"

10. ‘The law demands you give me your identification on demand, if not I will have to arrest you.’
10.1. "Officer, as you should know, the law cannot require or compel me to surrender any protected rights. The 

law also cannot lawfully provide you the rights to harm or punish me for invoking those rights. And 
threatening me with arrest and incarceration without warrant or trial is a threat for invoking that right."

11. If he is still persistent then go to your Constructive Notice and fill it out & sign it. Give the officer the white copy and a 
copy of the Legal Brief. 
11.1. Then say, “Please look these over and tell me how you would like to proceed…”

12. “You have acknowledged the fact that I am not engaging in transportation.”
12.1. “By continuing to ignore that fact you are subjecting me to the rules and regulations of a regulable 

activity by attempting to compel me to engage against my will of right to NOT contract.”
12.2. “However, despite your acknowledgment you are still trying to charge me with an alleged transportation-

only offense.”
13. If he threatens to arrest you say, “Your power to issue citations in lieu of arrest is discretionary, meaning you can 

choose to use that power to violate my rights which will also make you responsible and liable for 
violating those rights, or you can issue a citation instead.”
13.1. “So, do you intend to use your authority and power of arrest for the purpose of violating my rights 

or simply issuing me a citation for the alleged charges?”
14. If he gives you a ticket/arrests/tows, show him a copy of the restraining order and tell him that you will be filing it 

tomorrow morning
14.1. Here is a restraint order that I will be filing tomorrow morning with the courts along with a “Notice to 

Show Cause” to show why you shouldn’t be charged with willful violation of 18 USC §241 & 242 as well 
as the “Constructive Notice” which you have a copy of.


